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Abstract

This paper describes new software—called GRANFILM —for computing linear optical coefficients for surfaces and thin layers.
The underlying theory relies on the treatment of the electromagnetic boundary conditions at the surface using the notions of
integrated electromagnetic excess fields and surface susceptibilities. Any type of Fresnel quantities(reflection, transmission,
absorption or ellipsometric coefficients) and dielectric coefficients(energy electron loss cross-section) can be computed by this
software for various kinds of surface morphology: thin continuous films, island layers made of truncated spheres or spheroids, or
rough surfaces. The only restriction on the morphology is that the thickness of the surface perturbed layer is much smaller than
the optical wavelength. GRANFILM covers most of the material developed by Bedeaux and Vlieger in the recently published book
‘Optical Properties of Surfaces’(Imperial College Press, London, 2001).
� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The use of optical techniques is widespread in the
fields of thin film growth and surfaces as a characteris-
ation tool, as well as for probing the dielectric properties
of matter. For instance, ellipsometric measurements are
performed daily in the semiconductor, glass and coatings
industries in order to monitor the growth process of thin
films. The most common measurements involve the
layer thickness monitoring or the control of the com-
position of the layer through its dielectric properties. On
a more fundamental point of view, despite its strong
penetration depth, light is often used as a surface-
sensitive probew1–4x by enhancing the surfaceyvolume
signal thanks to experimental set-ups such as surface
differential reflectance spectroscopy(SDRS) or reflec-
tance anisotropy spectroscopy(RAS). Some fruitful
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information on the dielectric behaviour of surfaces can
often be obtained by measuring Fresnel coefficients such
as reflection, transmission or absorption. In such meas-
urements, the influence of the layer properties, and more
importantly, its morphology, is of prime interest. How-
ever, such information is difficult to take fully into
account at the theoretical level. Solving the Maxwell
equations in a spatial region containing an interface
between two bulk media requires a precise idea of the
nature of the boundary conditions that are satisfied by
the electromagnetic fields. For complicated interfaces,
such as randomly rough surfaces or granular thin films,
i.e. islands of nm-size supported by a substrate, this
might not be a trivial task. When the latter are made of
small metallic particles, plasmon absorption modesw5,6x,
usually called ‘Mie resonances’, can be excited by
visible light. These modes strongly affect the Fresnel
coefficients in a way depending tremendously on the
particle morphologyw5x.

These observations, among others, motivated Bedeaux
and Vlieger in the early 1970s to try to tackle the
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Fig. 1. (a) Reflection and transmission of an incident wave on a surface characterised by its surface susceptibilitiesb, g. The perturbed surface
layer of thicknessd smaller than the wavelengthl separates two bulk media of dielectric constants´ , ´ . (b) Truncated sphere geometry usedq y

to compute the island polarisability.

difficult problem of the optical response of surfaces.
The basic idea of their approach was to use a perfectly
flat surface as a starting point of the theory and to
describe the role of any type of perturbation through so-
called electromagnetic excess fields. These excess fields,
as shown below, are nothing other than the difference
between the bulk extrapolated fields and the real fields.
The boundary conditions for the bulk fields, or in others
words the jump of these quantities at the dividing
surface, which drive all the Fresnel coefficients, are
given in terms of the integrated excess fields perpendic-
ular to the surface. For a perturbed layer, for which the
thickness is negligible compared to the optical wave-
length, those quantities can be interconnected by intro-
ducing coefficients called surface susceptibilities, which
characterise the optical response of the surface. These
closure relations are a kind of generalisation, applied to
surfaces, of the link between displacement or induction
fields and electric or magnetic fields. Since all the
Fresnel coefficients can be expressed in terms of these
surface susceptibilities, the main task consists of calcu-
lating these coefficients for the appropriate geometry.

The goal of GRANFILM is to calculate such coeffi-
cients and the associated measurable Fresnel quantities
for various surface layer geometries. GRANFILM is free,
open-source software available for the scientific com-
munity at http:yywww.phys.ntnu.noy;ingvesySoft-
wareyGranularFilmy; the program can be used freely
and the source codes can also be modified by the user
to fit hisyher needs.

This paper is organised as follows. In the first part,
the theoretical bases of GRANFILM are briefly reviewed
for various geometries frequently encountered in prac-
tical applications. The second part of the paper is
devoted to the use of GRANFILM , illustrated by a case
study consisting of a metallic island layer on a dielectric
substrate. The influence of the dielectric properties of
both the substrate and the metal are reviewed. In
particular, in the case of islands, it is stressed that the
model is able to obtain the main underlying features of

the surface response, such as the excitation of multipolar
absorption modes.

2. Theoretical background: excess fields and surface
susceptibilities

The aim of this section is to summarise briefly the
main elements needed in order to understand the models
of excess fields and surface susceptibilities used in the
description of the optical behaviour of surfaces. A full
and complete discussion can be found in the original
literaturew7x.

2.1. The integrated excess quantities and the surface
susceptibilities

From an electromagnetic point of view, a surface is
defined as a discontinuity between two half-infinite
media with different(bulk) dielectric andyor magnetic
properties(see Fig. 1a). However, when the surface is
far removed from that assumed in the classic Fresnel
theory, i.e. a sharp boundary between two media, the
calculation of the reflection or transmission coefficients
at the surface becomes increasingly complex. The reason
for this difficulty is the complicated behaviour of the
dielectric function perpendicular to the interface. Such
a situation is encountered for rough surfaces or granular
thin films in which a foreign material is distributed in
small islands on top of a substrate.

Since the early 1970s, Bedeaux and Vliegerw7–12x
have developed a formalism based on the notion of
excess quantities. This approach does not require exact
knowledge of the behaviour of the electromagnetic fields
close to the surface for calculation of the Fresnel
coefficients. These excess fields are defined as the
difference between the real fields and the bulk fields
extrapolated to the surface. For instance, in the case of
the electric field E(r), the definition of the excess
quantityE (r) is:ex
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y qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E r sE r yE r u yz yE r u z (1)ex

whereu(z) is the Heaviside function and the superscripts
" are used to indicate the region above(q) or below
(y) the reference surfacezs0 (see Fig. 1a). The
dependence upon the optical frequencyv is implicitly
included in the notation. From this definition, it follows
that the excess field is only significant close to the
surface, sinceE(r,v)™E (r,v) when z™"`. The"

same type of definition holds for the other electromag-
netic fields(magnetic field, displacement field,«). By
introducing into the Maxwell equationsw13,14x the real
fields under the form suggested by Eq.(1), and by
imposing that the bulk fields fulfil these equations with
the bulk dielectric functionś , we are led to the"

following boundary conditions at the surface, i.e. of the
bulk extrapolated fields:

q y s sˆw xŽ . Ž . Z Ž . Ž .E r yE r sivz=M r y= P r (2a)I I I I I z Izs0

q y sw xŽ . Ž . Z Ž .D r yD r sy= P r (2b)z z I I Izs0

q y s sˆw xŽ . Ž . Z Ž . Ž .H r yH r sivz=P r y= M r (2c)I I I I I z Izs0

q y sw xŽ . Ž . Z Ž .B r yB r sy= M r (2d)z z I I Izs0

where is the nabla operator parallel to the surface,=I

subscripts on vectors denote the projection of theI
vector into thexy-plane, while subscriptz denotes the
z-component of the corresponding vectorwhence rs
( ;r )x, v is the optical frequency and stands for theˆr zI z

unit vector normal to the surfacezs0. The various
quantities that appear in Eq.(2a)–Eq. (2d) are the
electric and magnetic fields,E and H, and the electric
displacement and magnetic induction,D and B, respec-
tively. In Eq. (2a)–Eq. (2d), total excess quantities
denoted by superscripts s obtained by integrating the
corresponding excess fields in thez-direction perpendic-
ular to the surface were introduced:

` `
s sŽ .D r s dzD Žr., E Žr .s dzE Žr.I I z I| |

y` ex,I y` ex,z

(3a)

and
` `

s sŽ .B r s dzB Žr., H Žr .s dzH Žr.I I z I| |
y` ex,I y` ex,z

(3b)

Note that Eq.(2a)–Eq. (2d) can be obtained by gath-
ering the integrated excess quantities in a singular Dirac
term d(z) located at the surface(zs0) and by the
imposition that fields such as:

y s qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .E r sE r u yz qE r d z qE r u z (4)

fulfil the Maxwell equationsw7–9x. Likewise, to estab-
lish a complete link with the volume properties, the
surface polarisation, , and magnetisation density,sŽ .P rI

, are defined:sŽ .M rI

s s sŽ . Ž Ž . Ž ..P r s D r ,y´ E r ,I I I 0 z I
s s sŽ . Ž Ž . Ž ..M r s B r ,ym H r (5)I I I 0 z I

where ´ and m are the electric permittivity and0 0

magnetic permeability in vacuum, respectively.
To proceed further, it is necessary to give constitutive

relations characteristic of the interface that link the
interfacial polarisation and magnetisation density ,sŽ .P rI

, and the extrapolated bulk fields at the surface.sŽ .M rI
If the perturbed surface layer has a thickness smaller
than the optical wavelength, all the excess fields are
only non-negligible close to the surface. Thus, a local
relation can be postulated. By purpose, the discussion
will be restricted to non-magnetic material, which
implies that . The simplest relation involves asŽ .M r s0I

symmetric constitutive interfacial tensor w7,8x:sŽ .j ve

s s w xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .P r sj v E r ,D r (6)I e I,S I z,S I

where the indexS defines the arithmetic mean of the
corresponding bulk fields on both sides of the surface,
i.e. . For a homogeneous,q yŽ . µ Ž . Ž .∂E r s E r qE r y2I,S I I I I I

isotropic and symmetric interface, is diagonal:sŽ .j ve

B Eg00

sŽ .j v s 0g0 (7)e C F
D G00b

The coefficientsg and b are called (first-order)
surface susceptibilities, also referred as constitutive coef-
ficients below, and describe the ability of the surface to
polarise in the parallel or perpendicular directions. In
fact, the spatial variations of the excess quantities have
been implicitly forgotten, as only local relations between
the total integrated surface polarisation gathered at the
Fresnel surface and the bulk extrapolated fields have
been chosen. These variations induce a non-local
dependence, which is described by constitutive coeffi-
cients of second order,d andt w7,15x. These latter are
dyl smaller than the coefficientsb and g, whered is
the thickness of the perturbed layer andl is the optical
wavelength.

Some invariants, independent of the choice of the
reference Fresnel surface, can be defined as linear
combinations of these four coefficients(b, g, d, t); as
the Fresnel quantities are independent of the choice of
the separation surface, all the measurable Fresnel quan-
tities can be uniquely expressed as a function of the
invariants. However, even though all this theory is
available in GRANFILM , the following discussion is
restricted to the first-order surface susceptibilitiesb and
g, which are the most important for metallic island
layers. A full description of the invariants of the second-
order coefficients and of the notion of stacking of films
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that are beyond the scope of such an article can be
found in w7x.

2.2. The Fresnel coefficients

The calculation of the Fresnel coefficients in the two
polarisation statess and p (see Fig. 1a) using only the
surface susceptibilities can be found inw7,8,15,16x and
follows the classical method developed in standard text
books w13,14x, except that the proper boundary condi-
tions, Eq.(2a)–Eq.(2d), have to be taken into account,
as well as the definition of the surface susceptibilities
in Eq. (6).

The first consequence of this approach is that the
surface perturbed layer characterised by the coefficients
b and g does not modify the classical Snell–Descartes
relations w14x for the reflected and transmitted beams.
Only the reflection,r (v), and transmission amplitudes,n

t (v), in polarisationnss,p are sensitive to the surfacen

perturbation. Ins-polarisation, we find:

n cosu yn cosu qi vyc gŽ .y i q t

Ž .r v s (8a)s
n cosu qn cosu yi vyc gŽ .y i q t

2n cosuy iŽ .t v s (8b)s
n cosu qn cosu yi vyc gŽ .y i q t

The angles of incidenceu , reflectionu and transmissioni r

u defined in Fig. 1a and the bulk refractive indext

have been introduced in the previous equation.yn s ´" "

Note from Eq.(8a) and Eq.(8b) that the effect of the
thin perturbed layer ins-polarisation only comes into
play through the surface susceptibility,g. Physically,
this means that the incidents-polarised light can only
excite modes parallel to the surface of the substrate.
Furthermore, forp-polarisation we find:

Ž .r v sp

2Ž .k v yi vyc gcosu cosu qi vyc n n ´ bsin uŽ . Ž .y i t y q y i

(9a)
2Ž .k v yi vyc gcosu cosu yi vyc n n ´ bsin uŽ . Ž .q i t y q y i

Ž .t v sp
2 2w x2n cosu 1q vy2c ´ gbsin uŽ .y i y i

(9b)
2Ž .k v yi vyc gcosu cosu yi vyc n n ´ bsin uŽ . Ž .q i t y q y i

where the following notation has been introduced:

2w zv 2w xŽ .k v s n cosu "n cosu 1y ´ gbsin u (9c)x |" q i y t y i24cy ~

We observe from Eq.(9a)–Eq.(9c) that ap-polarised
beam incident upon a thin perturbed surface layer can
activate both types of excitation, parallel and perpendic-
ular to the surface. As usual, the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients in energy are obtained from those
in amplitude using conservation of the Poynting vector
flux w13x.

At this point, it is worth mentioning, even if it is not
intended to discuss this in any detail, that similar
formulas to Eq.(8a)–Eq. (9c) including the second-
order coefficientsd and t or the above-mentioned
invariants have been derivedw7,15x and are available in
the GRANFILM distribution.

3. Surface susceptibilities of island layers

So far, the discussion has been kept at a general level,
and nothing was assumed regarding the geometry of the
perturbed layer. This section focuses on a special impor-
tant case, that of thin island films.

3.1. Optical response of nm-sized islands

For a thin and continuous film of thicknessd and of
dielectric function , the surface susceptibilities areˆ́
given by:

ˆ́y´yˆŽ .gsd ´y´ , bsd (10)y ˆ́´y

However, for thin, discontinuous films made of nm-
sized islands supported on a substrate, the situation is
far more complicated. This type of film, which corre-
sponds to a so-called Volmer–Weber growth modew1x,
is often encountered in experiments, in particular for
metal deposits on dielectric substrates. The literaturew5x
on the optical properties of such systems is rich, perhaps
because of the ease of measuring the Fresnel coefficients
or because of the interest driven by the study of plasmon
excitations in nanoparticles.

However, from a theoretical point of view, the most
frequently used models to interpret the data are based
on simplified approximations. The most common are:
(i) the effective medium theories of Maxwell Garnett
w17x or Bruggemanw6x, in which the particles are
assumed to be embedded into a host matrix with a
dielectric function given by a Lorentz–Lorenz formula;
or (ii) a pure dipolar model for simple island shapes,
such as supported spheroid(Yamaguchi modelw7,18–
20x). The limitation of such models lies in the validity
of the approximations used andyor in the description of
the system geometry. Even though simplified models
like the Yamaguchi dipolar model include the essential
features of the island polarisabilityw20x, they are not
able to reproduce accurately the experimentally obtained
optical spectra, as they do not properly account for the
double break in symmetry, that of the particle truncation
and that induced by electromagnetic coupling with the
substrate.

The description of such phenomena needs a high
number of multipoles, in particular to handle correctly
the singularities of the electric field in the sharp corners
of supported particles. In fact, many charge vibration
channels for light absorption are allowed; their dynamic
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charge localisations are mainly of dipolar and quadru-
polar characterw21–23x (see Section 5). Hence, in order
to describe better the optical response of islands of
various geometries, the exact island polarisabilities, both
parallel, , and perpendicular, , to the substratea aI H

have to be computed by taking into account multipolar
coupling with the substrate. Indeed, if the islands are
much smaller than the optical wavelength, the Rayleigh
scattering cross-sectionw5,6x is negligible compared to
the absorption. The surface polarisation densitysŽ .P rI
is then mainly related to the number of islands per unit
of surfacer and to their ability to react to an applied
field, i.e. their polarisability. The formal relations
w7,11,12,24x between the surface susceptibilities and the
island polarisabilities are in fact:

gsra , bsra (11)I H

The full analytic and exact theory for the Rayleigh
scattering by a particle with a diameter comparable to
the wavelength of the incident radiation was originally
obtained for an isolated sphere by Miew25x in 1908.
However, when the island, spherical or not, is supported
by a substrate, the situation is much more difficult to
handle w26x and is beyond the scope of the surface
susceptibilities model described herein.

3.2. Computing the island polarisabilities

The optical properties of a layer made of sub-wave-
length-sized islands are essentially driven by the particle
polarisability. Thanks to the use of the discrete dipole
approximation(DDA) w27x, any type of particle shape
can, in principle, be treated with today’s modern com-
puters, but often with high computational costs. How-
ever, simple island geometries, which result in much
less computer-intensive calculations, are tractable by a
different approach. From a practical point of view, two
particle shapes that encompass a great number of exper-
imental situations have been theoretically treated and
are included into the GRANFILM software:(i) the trun-
cated sphere modelw7,21,28–32x (see Fig. 1b); and(ii)
the truncated oblate or prolate spheroid modelw7,20,33x,
which includes shapes ranging from discs to needles.

The basic idea of the theoretical treatment is to solve
the Laplace equation= C(r)s0 for the electrostatic2

potentialC(r) as the quasi-static limit of the Maxwell
equations is valid for sub-wavelength-sized islands. By
using the particle symmetry,C(r) can be expanded on
a multipolar basis in either spherical or spheroidal co-
ordinates, depending on the shape of the island. The
centre of expansion(see Fig. 1b) is located in the centre
of the particle¬ or can freely move along the(vertical)
symmetry axis. The surface of the substrate is handled
by the classical charge image techniquew13x using an
image expansion point¬9, which is the mirror symmetric
point of ¬ with respect to the substrate. A clear

distinction has to be made between emerging islands
with t sdyR)0 and caps for whicht -0 (see Fig. 1b).r r

Wind et al. w29x put forward a technique to go from
one case to the other by simply using symmetry argu-
ments. We should, however, be aware that, strictly
speaking, the expressions for the potential are formally
different in the two situationsw7x.

In the expansion of the potential, for mathematical
convenience, four separate media are assumed, as depict-
ed in Fig. 1b, even though medium 4 is part of the
substrate. For instance, for a truncated sphere, the
expressions for the potential take the following form:

l/0
yly1 mŽ . Ž . Ž .C r sC r q A r Y u,f1 0 lm l8

lm
l/0

r yly1 m r rŽ .q A r Y u ,f (12a)lm l8
lm

l/0
t t yly1 mŽ . Ž . Ž .C r sC r q A r Y u,f (12b)2 0 lm l8

lm

Ž . Ž .C r sc r3 0
l/0 l/0

l m r l m r rŽ . Ž .q B r Y u,f q B r Y u ,f (12c)lm l lm l8 8
lm lm

l/0
t l mŽ . Ž .C r sc q B r Y u,f (12d)4 0 lm l8

lm

where (r,u,f) and (r,u ,f ) are the spherical co-ordi-r r

nates of a point in a frame centred in¬ and ¬9,
respectively(see Fig. 1b). In Eq. (12a)–Eq. (12d) the
spherical harmonicsw13x come into play, whilemŽ .Y u,fl

, , , , and are the unknownr r t tA B A B A Blm lm lm lm lm lm

multipolar expansion coefficients. Moreover,C (r) is0

the applied incident field, while represents thet Ž .C r0

field transmitted directly into the substrate. As the
expressions of Eq.(12a)–Eq. (12d) are purposely
defined as solutions of the Laplace equation, the next
step consists of writing the proper boundary conditions
at each interface. These are the continuity of the poten-
tial itself C(r) and of the normal displacement field

, where is the normal derivative atˆŽ . Ž .´ v ≠ C r ≠ snØ=n n

an interface of unit normal . The frequency-dependentn̂
complex dielectric constant́(v) of each medium is
used, as the electric field is supposed to have a wave-
length greater than the size of the particle and to oscillate
at the optical frequencyv. The substrate surface bound-
ary is automatically handled by the image charge method
w13x:

´ y´1 2r lqmŽ .A s y1 A andlm lm
´ q´1 2

2´1tA s A (13a)lm lm
´ q´1 2
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Fig. 2. Maximum relative errors for the surface susceptibilities(or the
island polarisabilities) vs. coverage between the dipolar(dip) and
quadrupolar(quad) inter-particle coupling approximations. The layer
is made of hemispheres of AgyMgO placed on a hexagonal lattice
and the number of multipoles used in computing the island polarisa-
bilities is Ms16. The spectral range probed covers all the main fea-
tures of the polarisabilities(1.5-E-5 eV). Note that the real and
imaginary parts ofg are almost on top of each other.

´ y´3 4r lqmŽ .B s y1 B andlm lm
´ q´3 4

2´3tB s B (13b)lm lm
´ q´3 4

The usual way to treat the surface of the sphere is to
use the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics

as functions of the(u,f) angles. This method,mŽ .Y u,fl

called weak formulation of the boundary conditions,
leads to two infinite linear systems for the multipolar
coefficients forms0, "1. Indeed, each valueA ,Blm lm

ms0, "1 corresponds to a peculiar symmetry state, i.e.
a peculiar direction of the incident electric field(per-
pendicular or parallel to the surface of the substrate).
Note that, for computing higher-order polarisabilities
that are necessary when quadrupolar coupling between
islands has to be treated(see Section 3.3), the ms"2
system is useful. The linear systems, which can be found
in w28,29,32x, involve: (i) the various dielectric con-
stants; and(ii) integrals of the spherical harmonics and
their derivatives. The right-hand side corresponds to the
external applied field. The polarisabilities are given by
the first coefficients of the multipolar expansion in
medium 1: . From a numericala ,A , a ,AH 10 I 11

point of view, the linear systems are solved for each
wavelength or energy by truncating at an arbitrary
multipolar orderM. The convergencew32x upon increas-
ing M is tested in two ways:(i) by simply looking at
the convergence of the first term of the multipolar
expansion, i.e. the island polarisability; and(ii) by post-
checking the validity of the computed potential, i.e. by
checking the boundary conditions on the potential itself

and on the normal displacement at the surface of the
sphere or spheroid. The second method is far more
stringent than the first, as it tests all the potential validity.
Most of the time, a value ofMs16 is sufficient, but
some situations are sometimes very slowly converging
(like spherical caps or full spheres supported on a
substrate) and are limited by machine accuracy.

3.3. Inter-island electromagnetic coupling

Of course, the islands are not isolated and react in a
collective way to the applied field. The coupling
between adjacent particles can also be treated in the
quasistatic approximation if the separation between
islands is much smaller than the optical wavelength, i.e.
if the islands are excited by approximately the same
amplitude. In the dipole approximation, the particles are
submitted to the incident exciting field and to the local
field resulting from the excited dipoles inside the parti-
cles and their images in the substrate. For emerging
particles (t )0), the polarisabilities are in fact renor-r

malised by the dipolar coupling in an analogous way to
the Yamaguchi modelw7,18,29,34,35x:

a aH II Ia s , a s (14)H I20 201y2a I 1qa IH H I I

where and denote the polarisabilities of ana aH I

isolated cluster in interaction with the substrate and are
calculated as described in Section 3.2. The interaction
functions are defined by:20IH,I

w zB E1 ´ y´y q20 r˜C FI s S y S (15a)x |H 20 20
3 D G´ q´y ~y y q20pL ´y

w zB E1 ´ y´y q20 r˜C FI s S q S (15b)x |I 20 20
3 D G´ q´y ~y y q20pL ´y

and the direct and image lattice sumsS and by:rS20 20

3B EL 0 ZC F Ž .S s Y u,f (16a)rsR20 2 i8
D Gri/0

3B ELr 0 ZC F Ž .S s Y u,f (16b)rrsR20 2 i8
D Gri/0

S describes the interaction with the others direct20

dipoles placed atrsR , whereas the effect of imagei

dipoles at is included in .L is the latticer rrsR Si 20

parameter of the dipole lattice. Random arrays of dipoles
can also be usedw7x. Note that the termis0 is excluded
from the summation, as the polarisabilitya is that of an
island interacting with the substrate. Going to higher
order in the coupling between islands is rather complex
for truncated particles, and implies the calculation of
higher-order particle polarisability. For supported
spheres, the problem is tractable to an arbitrary order
w30x, whereas for truncated particles, the calculation is
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Fig. 3. Computed polarisabilities(a) parallel and(b) perpendicular to the surface of the substrate, for(i) (bare lines) a layer made of hemispherical
islands of radiusRs8 nm and(ii) (line with circles) a full-revolution ellipsoid lying on the substrate with the same radiusRs8 nm and the
same aspect ratio. The islands made of Ag are supported by a MgO substrate and cover 50% of the surface. In case(i), the polarisabilities have
been computed up toMs16 multipolar order, accounting for the exact particle geometry, whereas in case(ii) the simplest pure dipolar Yamaguchi
model was used. The bare polarisabilities have been corrected by a dipolar inter-particle coupling and normalised by the particle volume. The
bulk dielectric functions have been used.

already lengthy up to quadrupolar orderw7x. However,
up to rather high surface coverage, which is higher than
the interesting experimental limits, the differences
between the two approximations are negligible. This
was demonstrated in the case of supported spheresw30x.
For truncated particles, Fig. 2 shows that the discrep-
ancies in the surface susceptibilities or polarisabilities
are minute up to 40% of coverage.

4. Software overview: computational methods and
potentialities

The program GRANFILM , written in FORTRAN 90, is
freely available for various platforms(Windows–Unix),
in source as well as binary form; it can be downloaded
with a brief user guide at http:yywww.phys.ntnu.noy
;ingvesySoftwareyGranularFilmy. GRANFILM deals
with various types of surface layer geometriesw7x with
a thickness smaller than the optical wavelength:

i. Thin continuous film or stacking of films;
ii. Island layers made of truncated spheres or spheroids

in multipolar coupling with the substrate
w28,29,32,20x;

iii. The Yamaguchi model for a spheroid interacting in
a dipolar way with the substratew18x; and

iv. Rough layers with a Gaussian height-correlation
function w16x.

GRANFILM is connected to a dielectric database,
which allows handling of a great variety of materials,
ranging from metals to semiconductors or dielectrics.
Eventually, finite size corrections can be applied to the
dielectric functions, in particular in the case of metals
for which the plasmon oscillation lifetimet is reduced
by surface scatteringw5,36x:

2 2v vP PŽ . Ž .´ v s´ v q y (17)B 2 y1 2 y1v qivt v qivtB

where ´ is the bulk dielectric function,"v is theB P

plasma frequency and"yt is the bulk relaxation time.B

A phenomenological dependence of the relaxation time
upon the cluster sizeR9 with a prefactorA that describes
the interface dampingw37x can be accounted for:

1 1 yFs qA (18)
t t R9B

The available simulation outputs as a function of
energy or optical wavelength at a fixed angle of inci-
dence and given polarisation state are:

1. The surface susceptibilities;
2. The Fresnel coefficients(reflection, transmission or

absorption) with both amplitude and phase;
3. The differential signals obtained by dividing the

Fresnel quantities by that of the perfectly flat surface;
and

4. The electron energy loss cross-section in reflection.

The main part of the program is to treat the island
case. As discussed in the first part of this paper, the key
ingredient for determining the surface susceptibilities is
to obtain the island polarisabilities. These are computed
in the quasistatic approximation by a multipolar expan-
sion of the potential using the image charge technique.
The matrix system, obtained using the weak formulation
of the boundary conditions, is solved using the LU-
decomposition algorithm of Slatecw38x. This part of the
calculation is eventually performed in multiple precision
w39x to reduce numerical round-off errors. The integrals
needed to define the matrix elements are computed up
to the desired accuracy using an auto-adaptive Gauss–
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Fig. 4. (a) The absorption spectrum associated with the island layer
morphology used in Fig. 3 without inter-particle coupling. Note the
presence of several structures denoted by symbols.(b) Potential maps
of the associated multipolar modes showing the polarisation charges:
(*) parallel dipole,(q) quadrupole, and(o) normal dipole.

Konrod methodw38x. This method has the advantage of
correctly handling the oscillatory behaviour of the
Legendre functions, which are part of the integrand.
These latter functions and their derivatives are evaluated
by taking advantage of the stable recurrence formulae
w40,41x:

1m m mŽ . Ž . Ž .F z s 2ly1 zF y ly1qm F (19a)w xl ly1 ly2lym

mdF 1l m mw xŽ . Ž .z s lzF y lqm F (19b)l ly12dz z y1

The same kinds of relations also hold for the Legendre
functions of the first and second kind needed in the
expansions of the potential in spheroidal co ordinates
w20x, i.e. for islands of spheroidal shape. The conver-
gence of the model with respect to the multipole cut-off
M can be assessed by post-computing the potential and
checking the boundary conditions on the surface of the
island. A simple mapping of the real or imaginary part
of the potential is also possible within GRANFILM . For
a more detailed description of the multipolar absorption
modesw23x, the eigenmodes of charge polarisation in
the no-damping limit can be computed. The frequency
of these eigenmodes appear as the zeros of the deter-
minant of the matrix used to calculate the expansion
coefficients, i.e. as the poles of the particle polarisabil-
ities vs. frequency. The oscillator strengths and broad-

ening of these resonances are computed using an
expansion of the linear system up to first order in the
energy shift from the eigenmode and in the damping.
The polarisation charges are visualised by plotting the
equipotential lines corresponding to the eigenvectors of
the multipolar coefficients. The coupling between
islands is accounted for up to dipolar or quadrupolar
order for ordered square or hexagonal lattices, or for
disordered structures.

5. Examples: metals on dielectric substrates

The Volmer–Weber growth modew1,42x, i.e. by
islands, is often encountered when metals are deposited
on a dielectric substrate because of the poor adhesion
energy of metals on such surfaces. Since the reflection
coefficient of such a substrate is very low in the UV-
visible spectral range, a small amount of metal, even in
the submonolayer range, can be detected by simple
optical means, such as surface differential reflectance
spectroscopyw21,31,43–46x. The main results of our
previous works were to showw20,31,32x: (i) how the
optical response is sensitive to the layer morphology,
and in particular to the aspect ratio of the particles; and
(ii) that it is possible to reproduce quantitatively the
optical spectra, and thereby to obtain information about
the layer morphology consistent with direct ex situ
measurements.

5.1. Fresnel coefficients for Ag on MgO

Silver is a good candidate for optical experiments,
since its plasmon oscillations are not damped by inter-
band transitionsw5x. Thus, small silver particles exhibit
strong resonances of the electronic gas upon an applied
field. This is exemplified in Fig. 3, which shows
computed polarisabilities of nanometric hemispherical
islands. Both components of the polarisability, parallel
and perpendicular to the surface of the substrate, exhibit
strong, damped oscillator behaviour characteristic of a
dipole. However, the situation is somewhat more com-
plex, since the polarisabilities actually involve a mixture
of modes w21–23x. Each mode is associated with a
channel of absorption, as illustrated in Fig. 4, and to a
specific dynamic charge vibration pattern. The most
intense oscillation is caused by a dipolar charge local-
isation, whereas the others with lower oscillatory
strengths are essentially of quadrupolar character. To a
large extent, the optical behaviour of islands on a non-
absorbing substrate, such as MgO, are driven by these
polarisabilities, as they are the main inputs in the
modified Fresnel formulae, Eq.(8a)–Eq.(9c). The need
to compute the exact island polarisabilities by correctly
treating coupling with the substrate and the particle
shape is illustrated in Fig. 3 through a comparison with
the simplest dipolar Yamaguchi modelw7,18,19x. In this
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Fig. 5. Computed Fresnel coefficients(reflection–transmission–absorption) in (a) s-polarisation,(b) p-polarisation, and the phase factors ins,p-
polarisations for(c) the reflection and(d) the transmission coefficients. The polarisabilities used are those of Fig. 3. The angle of incidence was
set tou s458.i

model, the island is replaced by a fictitious revolution
ellipsoid, the polarisability of which is easily computed.
The latter is then renormalised by the coupling with the
image dipole inside the substrate. This fairly simple
approach describes, in a pure dipolar way, the polarisa-
tion process of the island, but is unable to reproduce
either the correct amplitudes or the correct energy
positions for the absorptionsw20x; attempts to use such
a model to quantitatively analyse experimental data
appear questionablew20x.

Fig. 5 shows the optical coefficients for the two
polarisation statesnss,p of the incident light associated
with the polarisabilities shown in Fig. 3 for an angle of
incidence u s458. As a matter of comparison, thei

reflection for a bare MgO substrate is very low in the
UV-visible spectral range(less than 3%) and nearly
constant, since most of the light is transmitted. At first
glance, all the Fresnel coefficients are very sensitive to
the presence of the extra material at the interface. Even

with just a thin deposited layer(3 nm) of a strong
reflecting metal like silver, the reflectivity is considera-
bly enhanced. The differences betweens- and p-polar-
isations come from the fact that in the latter, the electric
field is parallel to the incidence plane with two com-
ponents parallel and perpendicular to the surface, where-
as in s-polarisation, this vector is only parallel to the
substrate surface. Ins-polarisation, a dip in transmissiv-
ity appears at the resonance of the polarisability, a dip
that is associated with an enhancement of reflectivity
and an increase in the absorption of energy.

In p-polarisation, the two components of the polaris-
ability can be excited, leading to two absorption peaks
close to the particle resonance. The phase shift caused
by the reflection or transmission is also affected by the
presence of particles. Although it is not directly meas-
urable, it comes into play in an ellipsometric measure-
ment where the probed quantities, the ellipsometric
coefficientsC(v) andD(v), are defined through:
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Fig. 6. (a) Calculated ellipsometric coefficients(i) for the bare MgO substrate(thin lines) and (ii) for an island layer with the same set of
parameters as in Fig. 5(thick lines). (b) Evolution with the incidence angle of the reflection coefficients ins,p-polarisations for AgyMgO and
MgO at the energy of the maximum of the parallel polarisabilityEf2.5 eV (see Fig. 3). The Brewster angleu is denoted by an arrow.B

Fig. 7. Calculated electron-energy loss spectrum(EELS) for the AgyMgO layer of Fig. 5. The incident electron energy isEs40 eV and the
parallel momentum transfer s0.003 nm . The parallel and perpendicular contributions to the EELS spectrum have been displayed separately,y1kI

whereas the substrate contribution is negligible.

Ž .r vp
w x w xŽ . Ž . Ž .r v s stanC v expiD v (20)

Ž .r vs

These ellipsometric coefficients, shown in Fig. 6,
approximately reproduce the behaviour of the real and
imaginary parts of the polarisability. The presence of
the island layer also modifies the position of the Brew-
ster angleu at fixed energy(Fig. 6); at u in p-B B

polarisation, the reflectivity of MgO is equal to zero,

whereas with silver islands,u is strongly shifted andB

corresponds only to a minimum of the reflectivity.
Another common way of probing the dielectric prop-

erties of matter is to use electron energy loss spectros-
copy in reflection geometry. The image field created by
the moving electron leads to a dissipative process inside
the surface layer. In an analogous way to the flat surface
case w1x, the cross-section of this phenomenon,

, was derived in the framework of sur-2 Ž .d ∆yd "v dV
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Fig. 8. Theoretical differential reflectance spectra for the same layer as in Fig. 5, but for various metals.(a) Noble or plasmon-free metals: Cu,
Ag, Au and Al. (b) Transition metals: Ti, Co, Pd and Pt.

Fig. 9. The reflectivityR of a silver island layer(see Fig. 3 for the morphological parameters), the differential reflectivityDRyR and the bare
substrate signalR-substrate inp-polarisation for three different absorbing substrates:(a) TiO ; (b) ZnO; and(c) Cu.2

face susceptibilities in the limit of small momentum
transfer:

2 2 2d ∆ ´ 12w x w x;Im b qIm g (21)Z Z Z ZŽ .d "v dV ´ q´ ´ q´1 2 1 2

Note that only the imaginary part of the surface suscep-
tibility, i.e. absorption inside the islands, comes into
play in the above equation. Fig. 7 shows the decompo-
sition of the cross-section for the island layer of Fig. 3,
with the two components parallel and perpendicular to
the substrate. Of course, for the spectral range probed,
MgO does not lead to any peculiar losses, as its bandgap
is approximately 8 eV.

5.2. Plasmon-free metals vs. transitions metals

For alkali (Li, Na, K, Rb) or noble (Cu, Ag, Au)
metals or aluminium(Al), the plasmon oscillations that
appear when the real part of the dielectric function is
close to zero, Rew´(v )xf0, are poorly damped by thep

interband transitions. This means that, for such metals,
the dominant contribution is an intraband collective
behaviour described by a classical Drude model:

2vPŽ . Ž .´ v s´ v q (22)ib 2 y1v qivtB

and not by the interband contributions. In the above
formula, v is the plasmon frequency,t is the relaxa-P B

tion time of the electrons, and́ (v) is the contributionib

of the interband transitions. In this case, the optical
spectra for particles present sharp structuresw31,45x, the
intensities and positions of which can be connected to
the layer morphology. Fig. 8a illustrates this point for
the differential reflectance spectra of Cu, Ag, Au and
Al islands on a MgO substrate. The layer morphology
is identical to that used in Fig. 5. For these metals, we
can expect to extract, from optical measurements, quan-
titative information about the layer structure, i.e. radius,
density and aspect ratio of the islandsw20,31x. On the
other hand, for transition metals, the dielectric behaviour
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Fig. 10. Comparison between a theoretical fit using the GRANFILM

program and an experimental differential reflectivity spectrum
acquired during the growth of silver particles on magnesium oxide.
The angle of incidence was set atu s458. The islands have beeni

modelled by truncated spheroids for which polarisabilities have been
computed atMs16 multipolar order.

is far more complicated and, even though the electric
field of an incident plane wave can polarise the elec-
tronic gas, the observed absorption structures are washed
out by the interband transitions. Consequently, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8b in the case of Ti, Pd, Pt and Co, the
spectra show a broad absorption band. In this case, the
sensitivity of the optical response to the layer morphol-
ogy is decreased and only qualitative conclusions can
be drawn from an optical measurementw20x.

5.3. Absorbing substrates

When the substrate is absorbing, the transmission
coefficient is not well defined and the reflectivity spectra
involve some extra features that are specific to the
substrate. Fig. 9a,b show the optical spectra for an island
layer of silver on two absorbing oxide substrates TiO2

and ZnO. For TiO and ZnO, the oxide gap is located2

in the UV-visible range(3.3 and 3 eV, respectively).
The anisotropy of the substrate dielectric constant is
sufficiently low to apply the above-described models.
The bandgap absorption of ZnO is characterised by an
exciton w47x, which shows up clearly in the bare sub-
strate reflectivity. This onset of bulk absorption should
not be mistaken for the particle plasmon absorption,
which is close in energy in the experimental spectra.

When the substrate is a metal like Cuw48x (see Fig.
9c), below the plasmon frequency, the reflectivity is
high and drops quickly afterwards. If silver deposited
on top of it forms islands, the parallel excitation is

completely screened by the underlying metal; this can
be understood in terms of cancelling of the parallel
dipole moment by its perfect image in the metal. Only
the perpendicular excitation is then visible.

5.4. Experimental results and GRANFILM

The usefulness of the surface susceptibilities approach
and the sphere or spheroid island polarisability models
were illustrated several times for various systems: Agy
TiO (110) w45x, KySiO ySi(001) w21x, AgyMgO(100)2 2

w20,31,32x, Al–Ti–AgyAl O (0001) w20,23x, Auy2 3

TiO (110) or AuyAl O yNiAl (110) w49x. The agree-2 2 3

ment with the experimental optical spectra was always
achieved with geometrical parameters(island radius and
aspect ratio, island density) close to those found by
imaging techniques. Fig. 10 shows the fit obtained with
GRANFILM for a differential reflectivity spectrum
acquired during the optical monitoring of evaporation
of silver on a magnesium oxide substrate held atTs
600 K under ultra-high vacuum. The experimental set-
up and the growth conditions have been described
elsewherew32,20x. The Volmer–Weber growth mode of
silver on oxide substrate and the high substrate temper-
ature lead to the formation of nm-sized clusters, for
which the shape is expected to be close to thermody-
namic equilibrium i.e. spherical clusters. Ex situ imaging
techniques and fit of the optical spectrum led to a
similar mean island size ofRs8.2 nm and densityrs
1.9=10 cm . The discrepancies between the broad-11 y2

ness of the experimental and theoretical peaks can be
attributed to the remaining size distribution, which was
partially reduced by high-temperature growth. Account-
ing for this point will be a future improvement of the
GRANFILM program.

6. Conclusion

The program GRANFILM and the underlying theoreti-
cal background of surface susceptibilities described in
w7x are aimed as a tool for experimentalists for simulat-
ing and interpreting linear optical spectra taken on
surfaces or thin films. The morphologies encompassed
range from thin continuous films or rough surfaces to
island layers made of truncated spheres or spheroids.
The core of the program consists of computing the
island polarisabilities accounting for the multipolar cou-
pling with the substrate. Once done, all the linear Fresnel
coefficients (reflection, transmission, absorption and
ellipsometric quantities, and even electron energy loss
cross-section) are accessible. Such simulations would be
helpful, in particular to distinguish between the effect
of particle shape on the optical response from that of
the substrate or that linked to a pure modification of the
particle dielectric constant.
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